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THE BIGGER THEY COME

25 U.S. cities have two shredders in operation. Peoria, Illinois, also has three shredders running today, while most regional closures, with 13 shredders shuttered. shredders no longer in operation, while the Northeast saw the number of auto shredder installations. The intense competition described by processors at the time still is prevalent in the industry today. More than 40 auto shredders have closed since Recycling Today last published its U.S. auto shredder list in 2012, scrap processors in the nation reported shredding capacity additions, and competition for scrap feedstock grew with the total number of auto shredder installations. The intense competition described by processors at the time still is prevalent in the industry today. We have identified 217 shredder installations in the U.S., two of which are closed temporarily. Free shredders not included in the total figure are proposed installations. Including shredders located in Canada as well as in Mexico, the shredder count in North America jumps to 325. The shredders running today range in size from relatively small, “mini 1,000-horsepower models to 10,000-horsepower “mega” shredders. Sources say mini shredders are most commonplace today, with larger shredders typically defined as up to 50 percent capacity left alone at 100 percent capacity. Two years ago, the U.S. auto shredder list topped the 100 mark, though some of the plants included in that list were proposed installations for the upcoming year. More than 20 of the shredders listed in 2012 were idle at the time of publication, some of which have been shuttered completely since, while others are up and running again, largely because they were acquired by larger companies. THE STATE BY STATE

STATE OF MONTANA

York is again tops in the nation in terms of the U.S. states with the largest number of auto shredders, following the fact that it lost four shredders to closures over the past two years. The region of Twin Cities and Houston each has 11 auto shredders. Michigan’s auto shredders, including a downstream sorting system, its company installed at a greenfield site would be a success. Two years later, however, that shredder and yard have been acquired by SMS, which was founded in 2005 by Jeff and Richard Gertler (Cleveland, OH) and acquired by SMS. The newly acquired facility is strategically located, allowing the company to cost-effectively transport shredder feedstock, including vehicles and obsolete scrap, from its Nine Northwest Indiana and Chicago retail facilities and auto parts operations. Fierce competition continues to affect business, sources say. Taking in heavier steel scrap as well as additional types of mixed scrap and maintaining sophisticated shredders with nonferrous systems are valuable steps to take to increase the capabilities of existing shredders, according to sources.

Better Rotors.

U.S. Shredder and Castings Group offers the most durable rotors on the market for most models.

 Disc Rotors • Spider Rotors • High Production
SuperNail tie bolt technology • Long wear life
Heavy duty 6065 replacement models
New, repair or refurbished

Just Plain Better

U.S. Shredder and Castings is a major supplier of castings and wear parts throughout the world. Our castings are industry proven. Longer lasting grates, hammers, hammer pins and other wear parts provide higher production, less downtime and more PROFIT.

- No Change Engineering
- No Pattern Charge
- No Surcharge
- Competitive Pricing
- Strategic Warehousing
- On-Time Deliveries
- Freight Included
- Castings for most brands and models
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IT only makes sense to be an industry leader in hammer pins too.

- Proprietary Chemically Modified Grade 4140 Hammer Pins
- Excellent Heat & Abrasion Resistance
- Most Hammer Pin Sizes Up to 7" Diameter in Stock
- All Pins Are Drilled/Tapped One End with Chamfer On Other End
- Tapped End is Greased and Plastic plug inserted to Protect Threads

Tighter Tolerances. Advanced Technology.
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### 2014 AUTO SHREDDER MAP AND LIST

#### ALBERTA

- Calgary
- Edmonton
- Red Deer
- Sherwood Park

#### BRITISH COLUMBIA

- Vancouver (Sims Metal Recycling)
- Coquitlam (Vancouver Americas Recycling)
- Delta
- Langley
- Richmond

#### MEXICO

- Monterrey
- Chihuahua

#### NEW BRUNSWICK

- Fredericton
- Moncton

#### NEW YORK

- New York City (USA Recycling)
- Brooklyn
- Staten Island
- Long Island

#### OHIO

- Cleveland
- Akron
- Cincinnati

#### OKLAHOMA

- Oklahoma City
- Tulsa

#### PENNSYLVANIA

- Philadelphia
- Pittsburgh
- Harrisburg
- Erie

#### QUEBEC

- Montreal
- Laval

#### RHODE ISLAND

- Providence

#### SOUTH CAROLINA

- Charleston
- Columbia

#### TEXAS

- Dallas
- Houston
- Austin

#### UTAH

- Salt Lake City

#### VIRGINIA

- Richmond
- Norfolk

#### WISCONSIN

- Milwaukee
- Madison

#### WEST VIRGINIA

- Charleston
- Huntington
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**For more information, visit:**
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**The Recycling Today Media Group has been trying to locate all shredding operations in Canada.**

If you know of shredding plants operating in Canada, please contact Recycling Today Associate Editor Meg Baranowitz at megbaranowitz@gmail.com or at 216-393-0298.